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Abstract: 
            Suppliers and consumers form the basis of a business transaction. Various business processes are 

involved in a supply chain. It is of utmost importance to always maintain sufficient stocks by the supplier to 

always meet the demand by the consumer. This business process and planning is known as Replenishment. 

With the advent of very advanced ERP software, the managing of these business processes has become very 

user friendly. So, more advancements are yet to come into this field which would increase the accessibility, 

ease and convenience for both the supplier and consumers as the era shifts more and more towards cloud 

platforms from on-premise suites. Various transactions are involved amongst the business processes. 

Depending upon the business logic, requirements, constraints and several other factors, the business objects 

are transformed and passed along the supply chain. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

With the advancements in technologies, industries 

today are managing their day-today activities, 

transactions, working capital, finances, human 

resources and furthermore, using ERP technology. 

 

ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning. 

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) refers to a type 

of software that organizations use to manage day-to-

day business activities such as accounting, 

procurement, project management, risk and 

compliance management and supply chain 

operations. 

 

    A complete ERP suite also includes enterprise 

performance management, software that helps plan, 

budget, predict, and report on an organization’s 

financial results. 

    Now-a-days, Replenishment is the process of 

using AI (Artificial Intelligence) to determine 

demand Replenishment is the process of using AI to 

determine demands and optimizing order quantities 

of re-orderable products in stores and distribution 

centres, supporting multiple levels in the supply 

chain as well as multiple channels within a unified 

commerce business.  

Many business objects are involved in the steps and 

processes of supply chain management. In due 

course of completion of a business transaction, there 

is conversion of many business objects into another 

business objects thereby, continuing the chain. 
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Since the last decade, there has been a massive 

shift observed towards the on-Cloud based services 

from on-Premise services. Benefitting from the fact 

that this reduces the cost of distribution of software 

from vendor to customer, easily accessible being 

independent of the location and other factors. Some 

downsides are there related to reliability upon which 

tremendous advancements have been achieved. It 

benefits the customer to directly purchase the license 

of the cloud services by the respective vendor and 

start off with their activities. 

II.     RELATED WORK 

In Reference [1], there is discussion on the ever-

changing customer demands and devising a planned 

methodology which cater to these demands. FMCG 

being a big industry, there is hierarchical model for 

replenishment planning. 

In Reference [2], the shift between on-premise to 

on-cloud architecture is discussed. The pros and cons 

of this shifts are discussed over the pillars: 

Accessibility, performance and security - key 

requirements along with vendor reputation and user 

community. 

References [3], [9] and [10] discusses about the 

deployment of the application on the Kubernetes 

platform and IT optimization. 

Reference [4],[5] and [6] discusses about the 

development of the application from front-end 

perspective using JavaScript (React framework), 

back-end perspective (Spring Boot framework) and 

integration using REST APIs. Reference [7] 

discusses the automated testing using Cypress 

(integration testing) of the developed application, 

very essential before customer testing. 

Reference [8] is a documentation available open-

source by Oracle discussing about the cloud 

approach for revolutionizing Replenishment and 

related business processes. 

 

III. REPLENISHMENT PLANNING 

 

To provide excellent service levels to different 

sales, the supervisors/planners need to keep an eye 

and order the appropriate products at the correct 

times, in the right quantities and to the right location 

(distribution centres, retail stores, etc.) 

 

Replenishment Planning is one important block of 

the supply chain management. The core 

responsibility of replenishment planning is to ensure 

that the supplier (distribution centre) carries 

sufficiently enough stock (supply) to maintain the 

shelves of the inventory, thereby, always adequately 

fulfilling the demand by the customers and 

minimizing wastage or loss of stocks (products of 

supply). 

 

From manual maintenance and ordering of 

supplies in old times, technological advancements 

revolutionized the market with ERP softwares to 

suite to the customer organization’s requirements 

and help them facilitate their sales, prediction and 

planning. 

 

Replenishment is about automatically ordering the 

right quantities and logistical units of tens of 

thousands of products for thousands of nodes in the 

supply network at the best source of supply; 

replenishment is a demand-driven pull process that 

typically assumes sufficient availability in the supply 

source - as opposed to push processes, where limited 

or defined quantities are distributed top-down. 

 

 

 
Fig 1: General Planning Layout for Order and Forecasting 

 

Fig 1 illustrates a general planning layout between 

the customers, stores, suppliers and distribution 

centers – managing the demand and supply for the 

transacted goods/services. 
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The benefits of replenishment planning: 

• Increase in service levels  

• Optimized range of coverage 

• Reduced waste though precise predictions 

and up to date stock information 

• Increased efficiency through high 

automation and exception-driven processing. 

 

 
Fig 2: Consumer Demand Driven Planning (by SAP) 

 

Fig 2 illustrates a general planning driven based on 

consumer demand. It comprises of various processes 

for forecasting and replenishment planning and 

calculation. 

IV. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

A. Front-End Development 

ReactJS 

React is a library for building composable user 

interfaces. It iencourages ithe icreation iof ireusable 

iUI icomponents, iwhich ipresent idata ithat ichanges 

iover itime. iReact iimplements ione-way ireactive 

idata iflow, iwhich ireduces ithe iboilerplate iand iis 

ieasier ito ireason iabout ithan itraditional idata 

ibinding.iUse iof iVirtual iDOM iimproves iapps 

iperformance. 

 

SAPUI5 Library 

As an enterprise framework, SAPUI5 offers many 

powerful enterprise features to support the entire app 

development project. 

The various components of the web application are 

designed from the custom library which are reusable 

components and modifiable. 

B. Backend Development 

Spring Boot 

Spring Boot is a Java-based open source framework 

for developing microservices. It iis iused ito icreate 

stand-alone and production-ready ispring iapps. 

Spring iBoot iis ia igood iplatform ifor iJava 

developers ito icreate ia istand-alone, iproduction-

ready ispring iapplication ithat ican ibe irun istraight-

away. 

Postgres 

PostgreSQL, also known as Postgres, is a free and 

open-source relational database management system 

emphasizing extensibility and SQL compliance. 

PostgreSQL iis iused ias ithe iprimary idata istore ior 

data iwarehouse ifor imany iweb, imobile, geospatial 

and ianalytics iapplications. 

Temporal 

Temporaliiis iian iiopen iisource, iidistributed iiand  

scalable iiworkflow iiorchestration iiengine iicapable  

of iirunning iimillions iiof iiworkflows. iiWorkflows  

can iihold iistate iiand iidescribe iiwhich iiactivities 

(workflow iitasks) iishould iibe iicarried iiout. 

Kafka 

Kafka is a distributed event store and stream-

processing platform. It iiis iian iiopen-source iisystem  

developed iiby iithe iiApache iiSoftware iiFoundation  

written iiin iiJava iiand iiScala. iiThe iiproject iiaims iito  

iprovide iia iiunified, iihigh-throughput, iilow-latency 

iplatform iifor iihandling iireal-time iidata iifeeds. 

Kafka iiis iian iiopen iisource iisoftware iiwhich i    

provides iia iiframework iifor iistoring, iireading iiand  

analysing iistreaming iidata. 

C. Deployment 

Kubernetes 

Kubernetes is an open-source container 

orchestration system for automating software 

deployment, scaling, and management. 

It iiorchestrates iicontainerized iiapplications iito iirun  

ion iia iicluster iiof iihosts. iiThe iiK8s iisystem  

iautomates iithe iideployment iiand iimanagement iiof  
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icloud iinative iiapplications iiusing iion-premises 

iinfrastructure iior iipublic iicloud iiplatforms. 

V. ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

 
Fig 3: System Design of the Application for Business Objects Transfer 

Fig 3. illustrates the end-to-end system design of the 

application built for enabling transfer of business 

objects. 

 

As shown in Fig 3., for the discussed use case, two 

business objects are there: BO-1 (Order Proposal) 

and BO-2 (Purchase Order). Many applications are 

there, deployed on the public cloud cluster. The  

BO-1 Management Application contains the details 

of the order proposals. 

The main objective is to provide to the client, the 

details of the order proposals along with some 

configurational transformations, taking care of the 

requirements, constraints, demand and supply on the 

given date time and distribution centers.  

 

The scheduling application takes the details from the 

user about the parameters required for scheduling 

jobs for the process. It can be a recurring process (say, 

weekly, monthly, etc.) or can be initiated right away. 

The scheduling application passes the details 

collected from the user to create CRON Jobs. CRON 

iis iibasically iia iiutility iithat iischedules iia iicommand  

ior iiscript iion iithe iiserver iito iirun iiautomatically iiat  

ia iispecified iitime iiand iidate. iiIt iiis iithe iischeduled  

itask iiitself. iiIt iiis iia iivery iiuseful iiway iito iiautomate 

irepetitive iitasks. 

 

Temporal workflow is triggered when a schedule is 

created which describes the various stages of 

transformation of BO-1 to BO-2. The Event Bridge 

consists of the backend logic integrated the public 

cloud cluster to the client’s private on-premise/on-

cloud ERP System such that the transformed 

business object is passed to the ERP System and 

stored as BO-2 (i.e. purchase orders). A purchase 

order is a legal document a buyer sends to a supplier 

or vendor to authorize a purchase. Purchase orders 

outline what the buyer would like to purchase and 

how much of it they would like to receive. 

http://www.ijsred.com/
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Fig 4: Structure Chart for the BO Transformation Process 

  

Fig 4 illustrates the end-to-end flow for the process 

of transformation of order proposals to purchase 

orders. The interactions between different blocks of 

the application is illustrated showing the work flow 

with requests and responses. 

 

The automation saves cost and with the help of AI 

logic in the backend (event bridge), it helps to 

generate adequate orders leading to optimization of 

service levels. The business process is facilitated by 

cloud operations, using the new features without 

disruption. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

Maintaining the balance between demand and supply 

is the core requirement in the chain of business 

processes. ERP Systems have facilitated the data 

maintenance, analysis and statistics since a long time 

and are getting advanced day-to-day. On-premise 

software is steadily being shifted to on-cloud to 

make the software suites more easily accessible and 

ease the pressure on vendors. 

AI logic based algorithms/models are being 

deployed on the server to do necessary calculations 

for replenishment planning and other business 

processes. 

 

Replenishment solutions are the backbone of the 

operations of a Retailers business. New cloud based 

services are being built and utilized by various 

organizations such as SAP, Oracle, Blue Yonder, etc. 

 

This type of application is being built by big 

organisations with strategies of shifting to cloud 

paradigm. Many advancements are undergoing and 

improvements in the ML-models are future work.  
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